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We manage assets on behalf  
of institutional and retail investors, 
financial institutions and high net  
worth clients from around the  
world. No client accounts for more  
than 2 per cent. of revenues.

We invest in a broad range of asset 
classes across equities, fixed income, 
multi-asset, alternatives and property.  
In addition to institutional segregated 
mandates, we offer over 580 funds  
in 21 countries.

We operate from 34 offices in  
27 different countries providing local  
and international investment products  
to local and international clients.

Clients

Assets

Geography

We are diverse by… 
Assets under management

Schroders at a glance

We have built a 
diversified business 
model across client 
types, asset classes 
and regions which we 
believe offers defensive 
characteristics at a time 
of challenging markets 
and above-average 
growth potential in the 
long term.

At Schroders, asset management 
is our business and our goals are 
completely aligned with those of 
our clients – the creation of long-
term value.

We manage £236.5 billion* on 
behalf of institutional and retail 
investors, financial institutions 
and high net worth clients from 
around the world, invested in 

a broad range of asset classes 
across equities, fixed income, 
multi-asset, alternatives and 
property.

We employ more than 3,000 
talented people worldwide 
operating from 34 offices in 
27 different countries across 
Europe, the Americas, Asia and 
the Middle East, close to the 

markets in which we invest and 
close to our clients.

Schroders has developed 
under stable ownership for 
over 200 years and long-term 
thinking governs our approach 
to investing, building client 
relationships and growing our 
business.

*As at 31 March 2013
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Foreword
 

Massimo Tosato,  
Executive Vice Chairman, 
Schroders plc.

Since 2008, investors have faced a 
turbulent time. 

We have been in the worst financial 
crisis since the 1930s, with many 
countries in recession and significant 

economic slowdown around the world, even in the growing 
economies in Asia and South America.

But five years on, investor confidence is increasing. As we 
move into the second quarter of 2013 there is growing 
consensus that global recovery is gathering pace. Last year 
the European market grew by nearly 20%. This year the 
Japanese market has grown by more than 36% and gold the 
safe haven has gone down over 14%*.

While some regions, notably the Eurozone, struggle with 
sovereign debt issues and low-growth, we believe 2013 will 
be a milestone year in the journey back to global economic 
prosperity.

To measure this changing investor mood, we have 
developed the 2013 Schroders Global Investment Trends 
Report, as an extension of our previous European studies.

Our report is based on research conducted in April 2013 
among 14,800 active investors in 20 countries; adults who 
plan to invest a minimum of €10,000 or equivalent currency 
over the next 12 months.

The findings show that in 2013 the average global investor is 
looking to invest the equivalent of €61,500 into equity, cash, 
commodity and fixed-income assets, with more than one-in-
three (38%) looking to increase the amount they invest. 

There is a strong bias towards equities with more than  
two thirds (68%) of savers looking to put new money into 
equity-based assets, reflecting the recent rally in global stock 
markets. Around half (48%) of the investors polled are more 
confident about investment opportunities for the next  
12 months than in 2012. 

While problems still persist, particularly in Europe where 
the on-going sovereign debt crisis is weighing heavily on 
economic performance in some countries (Cyprus, Greece, 
Spain and Italy), we are seeing significant money flowing into 
investments globally. Asset allocation and stock picking have 
become watchwords for investors as they seek to identify 
growth stocks and investment opportunities despite the 
tough economic headwinds.

Asia continues to be a big focus for global investors,  
with 46% of those polled believing Asia Pacific shows the 
greatest growth potential and more than a fifth (22%) seeing 
the greatest growth coming from central Asia or from  
South America (21%). 

However, the research also points to underlying fragility 
in investor confidence, with almost half (48%) saying their 
investments have dropped in value since 2008 (by an 
average of nearly 5%), with many nervous about the political 
and macro-economic environment. Almost half (49%) of 
investors cited the Eurozone debt crisis as the thing that 
concerns them most about the investment environment 
in 2013, with 42% also citing wider political instability and 
uncertainty over the policy direction of governments, and 
40% concerned about a weak global recovery.

In the face of this nervousness almost a third (29%) of global 
investors are still looking to increase exposure to cash based 
savings this year. This is surprising given low or close to 
zero interest rates in many countries and rising stock market 
performance.

Finding the right investment opportunity is critical and savers 
are seeking information and analysis on asset performance 
from multiple sources. One-in-three will rely on advice from 
intermediaries (34%), with 21% going to a financial adviser. 
Approximately a fifth (18%) view financial websites and one-
in-ten (9%) gain information and analysis via the media.

What is clear is that investors are intending to return to the 
market in greater numbers this year and see opportunities 
for growth, notably in equities. With this growing investment 
appetite and the desire to seek financial advice, we believe 
2013 could be a watershed year in the journey back to a 
more robust global investment environment.

*Source: Thomson Datastream, Bloomberg, Schroders, 25 April 2013
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Global Highlights
 

Overview

The 2013 Schroders Global Investment Trends Report is the most comprehensive 
poll of global investor opinion that we have ever undertaken.

We have spoken to 14,800 ‘active investors’, people with €10,000 or equivalent to 
invest over the coming 12 months.

We chose investors with at least €10,000 because they represent affluent investors, 
but are not solely high net worth or ultra-high net worth individuals. These people 
represent the views of middle-class investors, as well as the wealthiest in society.

As a result the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report gives a detailed 
analysis of the way in which investors at all wealth points are looking to adapt their 
investment strategies in 2013, to reflect a changing economic landscape.

Globally we are seeing economic recovery moving at differing speeds. Many 
markets in Europe remain in decline and growth is only slowly returning to the 
Eurozone. Conversely, in the USA, we are seeing economic recovery beginning 
to pick up, following the successful resolution of the latest Fiscal Cliff budget 
negotiations.

In Asia, economic growth continues in many tiger economies at rates which appear 
eye watering to investors in Europe and North America.

By polling investors in Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the USA, this Schroders 
Global Investment Trends Report provides a benchmark for changing attitudes to 
economic recovery globally, and points to the regions that investors expect to deliver 
the greatest growth.

On a positive note, investors are looking to commit more money to assets in 2013, 
with the active investors we polled looking to increase the amount they invest by 
38% compared to last year, with the average investor looking to invest or reinvest 
approximately €61,500 over the next 12 months. Nearly half (48%) of investors 
said they are more confident about investment opportunities in 2013 than they 
were last year.

While it will come as no great surprise that Asia Pacific is seen by many investors 
as the region to watch, what is fascinating is the disconnect that exists between the 
regions in which investors expect to see the greatest growth potential, and where 
they actually choose to invest their own money.

Overall, many investors remain cautious and this caution is leading many to 
elect for lower-risk asset classes and products, at a time when high-growth 
opportunities and assets offer greater potential than at any point since the 2008 
financial crisis began.

Investor confidence
Perhaps the most striking theme that emerges from this Schroders Global 
Investment Trends Report is the speed at which investor confidence is returning, 
despite the fact that the economies of many countries (notably in Europe) remain in 
a fragile state.

Almost half of global investors (48%) are more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2013 compared to last year – more than double the proportion 
(18%) of investors who are less confident.

Investors in the USA show the greatest confidence (with around three fifths of 
investors, 59%, more confident about prospects in 2013), along with Asian investors 
(with 59% more confident). More than one-in-three (39%) of investors in Europe and 
Middle East report feeling greater levels of confidence in investment opportunities in 
2013.

Global Highlights

“ Globally we are 
seeing economic 
recovery moving at 
dif fering speeds. 
Many markets 
remain in decline and 
growth is only slowly 
returning to the 
Eurozone.”
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Global Highlights
 

Those believing that no asset classes would show good growth in 2013 were 
correspondingly low, with just 17% of those in the USA and 16% of those in 
Europe and the Middle East saying they are not confident any asset class will 
show good returns, and just 5% of those in Asia feeling none will show good 
growth in 2013.

Equities are driving this returning investor confidence with more than two thirds 
(68%) of investors looking to put new money into equity markets in 2013, reflecting 
the recent rally in global stock markets.

This compares to one-in-four (25%) who are looking to place new money into 
corporate and government bonds. Asian investors showed the greatest appetite for 
equities, with 77% looking to invest in 2013, compared to 71% of investors in the 
USA and 63% in Europe and the Middle East.

While many investors are looking to capitalise on the growth opportunities they see 
in equities, there is a strong trend for investors to use investment trusts and multi-
asset funds as the vehicle for equity investment. We believe this reflects a desire to 
benefit from equity growth, while also hedging exposure to risk by investing across a 
range of equity assets.

Globally more than one-in-four (27%) investors are looking to invest in equity based 
investment trusts and funds (with 26% in Europe and the Middle East, and 28% of 
investors in Asia and 29% in the USA looking to invest in these products in the next 
12 months). 

In addition 19% of investors globally are seeking to use multi-asset funds as an 
investment vehicle (rising to more than one-in-three, 36%, in the USA, 16% in Asia 
and 16% in Europe and the Middle East). 

While equities are seen globally as the asset class that investors believe will show 
the greatest growth, property is also an asset that investors are showing renewed 
interest in for 2013, with around one-in-five investors in Europe and the Middle East 
(19%) and Asia (22%) and 13% of those in the USA looking to invest in property 
assets in 2013 (beyond their main home).

Commodities however are not a big draw for investors in 2013, with just 11% of 
investors in all global markets looking to invest in these assets. 

The research also shows varying levels of interest in alternative asset classes, with 
10% of investors globally seeking to use FX funds (rising to 20% in Asia, compared 
to 7% in Europe and the Middle East and just 2% in the USA).

Conversely investors in the USA showed the greatest appetite for Exchange Traded 
Funds (ETFs) with more than one-in-five (21%) investors looking to invest in this 
investment vehicle in 2013, compared to 16% in Asia and 9% in Europe.

The decline in the use of hedge funds for new investments, reported widely in the 
media, also seems to be reflected in the research findings, with more investors 
globally looking to put money into structured products in 2013 (9%) than looking to 
use hedge funds (8%).

While equity investments are the asset class of choice for 68% of investors in 2013, 
cash remains a heavily used asset, despite low interest rates in many countries. 
Globally almost three-in-ten (29%) investors said they intended to use savings 
accounts/bank deposits as an investment vehicle because they expected them to 
deliver good returns, with 30% of investors in Europe and the Middle East and 31% 
in Asia looking to use cash investments, compared to 20% of those in the USA.

Global Highlights

“ Almost half of 
global investors 
are more confident 
about investment 
opportunities in 
2013 compared 
to last year – more 
than double the 
proportion who are 
less confident.”
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Regional investment trends

The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report paints a picture of returning 
investor confidence and a ‘dash for equities’ during 2013. 

However, it also highlights very different attitudes to regional investing, and which 
global economic areas and countries investors expect to deliver the greatest returns 
in the coming 12 months.

Asia continues to be a big focus for global investors, with 46% of those polled 
believing Asia Pacific shows the greatest growth potential and more than a fifth 
(22%) seeing the greatest growth coming from Central Asia (including India and 
South Korea). 

While the global investment trend may favour Asia Pacific and Central Asia as 
offering the greatest potential for growth, this is not necessarily reflected in the 
countries in which investors are actually seeking to place their own money.

Both USA and Asian investors strongly favour investing in their own countries as 
the route to gaining the best returns, with 80% of investors in the USA saying they 
believe their own country will deliver the best growth, compared to 55% in Asia. In 
contrast, just 40% of investors in Europe and the Middle East felt the same about 
their own country as the route to the best investment growth.

In Europe, investors in Portugal (21%), the UK (36%), France (31%), Italy (31%), 
Belgium (35%) and Spain (31%) were least likely to view investing in their country as 
the route to the greatest growth, while those in Switzerland (61%), Germany (59%) 
and Sweden (48%) were most in favour of domestic investments.

Middle Eastern investors also favoured domestic investments, with 51% of those in 
the UAE seeing investment in their own country as the route to the best growth, with 
more than half (54%) of investors in Israel also favouring domestic investments.

Asian investors also strongly backed domestic investments, with 86% of 
Indonesian investors and 70% of Thai investors seeing domestic investments 
as having the potential to deliver the best growth. This was backed by 65% of 
Singaporean investors, 52% of Japanese and Hong Kong-based investors and 
51% of South Korean investors. Of Asian investors, only those in Taiwan were less 
supportive of domestic-based investments, with 36% believing these offered the 
best route to growth.

Despite recognising the growth potential in taking a global view on investing, the 
research suggests that many people still opt for the comfort of domestic assets 
when committing their money. This disconnect is something investors should 
explore and seek professional financial advice to address, if they are to benefit from 
the global growth opportunities now available.

Asia emerged as the region of choice for most savers looking to invest outside their 
own country, with Europe and the Middle East scoring relatively lowly as a focus for 
investors’ attention.

On a regional basis, more than half of investors in Asia (52%) favour investing in Asia 
Pacific countries, with 45% of European investors seeing Asia Pacific as an engine 
for growth (more than any other region, and more than their own countries which 
40% of investors saw as the main investment opportunity). Despite USA investors’ 
preference for domestic assets, more than one-in-three (37%) also said they see 
Asia Pacific investments as offering strong growth potential.

After Asia Pacific, Central Asia (including India and South Korea) is seen as offering 
the greatest investment potential. Almost one-in-four investors in Europe (23%) and 
Asia (24%) see countries in Central Asia as offering good opportunities in 2013, 
compared to just 15% of investors in the USA.

Global Highlights
 

“ Despite recognising 
the growth potential 
in taking a global 
view on investing, the 
research suggests 
that many people still 
opt for the comfort 
of domestic assets 
when committing 
their money.”
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The Americas were also seen as offering good growth prospects for investors, 
with 21% of European and Middle Eastern investors believing North American 
investments offer good potential, and 25% also backing South America. In Asia 12% 
back North American investments as having good growth prospects, compared 
to 15% backing South America. In the US, 80% back their own country and 21% 
believed South American equities offer strong growth prospects.

However the picture for Europe was less happy, with global investors continuing to 
see investments in these countries as offering lower growth prospects. Just 12% of 
investors in Europe, the Middle East and 9% in the USA view European countries as 
offering good prospects, and just 7% of those in Asia view European investments as 
attractive.

The report also points to growing interest in African investments, with 11% of those 
in Europe and the Middle East and Asia believing African countries offer good 
investment opportunities in 2013, compared to just 3% in the USA.

Interestingly the UK is the European market showing the greatest appetite for Asia 
Pacific investments, with more than half (57%) of investors believing these countries 
provide strong growth opportunities in 2013, followed by investors in France (52%), 
Germany (45%) and Belgium (45%) and Spain (44%).

Appetite for risk
While investors recognise the growth potential offered by equities in 2013, many 
remain cautious, with most investors seeking to take a balanced approach to 
investing over the coming 12 months.

Globally, investors said on average they are looking to split investments into 46% 
low-risk assets, 34% to medium-risk assets and 20% to high-risk assets.

Asian investors show the greatest appetite for higher risk investments, with those 
polled seeking to structure investment portfolios for 2013 into 26% high-risk assets, 
35% medium-risk assets and 39% low-risk assets.

In contrast European and Middle Eastern investors were considerably more 
cautious, looking to structure investment portfolios in 2013 into 17% high-
risk assets, 32% medium-risk assets and 51% low-risk assets. This is despite 
considerably more buoyant stock market growth in European indices since the start 
of 2013.

USA investors take a more balanced risk approach and are seeking to structure 
investment portfolios for 2013 into 17% high-risk assets, 43% medium-risk assets 
and 40% low-risk assets.

Impact of the recession
One of the most surprising findings to come from the Schroders Global Investment 
Trends Report is the relatively small amount of money that global investors think they 
have lost since the start of the banking crisis in 2008.

While it would be gratifying to think this reflects good financial planning by the 
14,800 investors we polled, we think the reality is more likely to be a combination 
of stock market and asset growth over the past year redressing many earlier losses 
made during the five years of global economic slow-down. It may also reflect an 
overly optimistic assessment of the performance of investment portfolios and returns 
since 2008 by some investors.

On average, global investors believe they have lost just 4.6% of the value of their 
portfolios since the global economic slow-down started in 2008. Surprisingly 

Global Highlights
 

“ On average, global 
investors believed 
they had lost just 
4.6% of the value of 
their portfolios since 
the global economic 
slow-down started  
in 2008.”
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investors in Asia believe they have suffered the greatest loss in asset value, reporting 
an average drop of 6.6% since 2008. This compared to the average European 
and Middle Eastern investor who believe the value of their investment assets have 
dropped by 4.8%, and those in the USA who, by contrast, believed their investment 
assets had increased in value since 2008, although by an average of less than 1%.

In total 49% of global investors believe the value of their investments have fallen since 
2008, with 34% believing they have increased in value over the same time period.

Investment concerns
By far the greatest concern for investors in 2013 is the on-going Eurozone debt 
crisis, cited by nearly half (49%) of global investors as something that worries them 
as they look to their investment strategy for the next 12 months.

Eurozone troubles eclipsed even general market volatility (32%), a weak/protracted 
economic recovery globally (40%) and a weak/protracted economic recovery in their 
own country (35%) as the macro-economic element that most concerns investors.

However, political uncertainty and a lack of clarity over government fiscal policy 
concern 42% of those polled, who worry about the impact of this on investments.

Increasing inflation also concern more than one-in-four (28%) global investors, rising 
to 37% for Asian investors, 31% of USA investors and 22% of European and Middle 
Eastern investors. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly tax is a major issue of concern for investors in 2013, with 
clear trends emerging in Europe among countries still facing fiscal austerity as a 
result of the debt-crisis.

While across Europe 31% of investors said tax increases concern them in 2013, the 
split between countries is far more marked.

More than half of investors in Portugal (53%), 50% of investors in France, 44% of 
investors in Belgium and Italy and 43% of investors in Spain said tax increases are a 
major concern for them in 2013. This compares to just 19% of investors in the UK, 
16% in Switzerland and 14% in Sweden.

One-in-four (25%) German investors are concerned about tax rises in 2013, 
arguably reflecting on-going national worries about the cost of the Eurozone  
bail-out.

The concern about the impact of tax on investors in 2013 is shared in other 
countries, with 44% of those polled in the USA saying this worries them.

While Asian investors show the lowest relative levels of concern about tax rises (26% 
of investors cited this as a concern, compared to an average of 31% globally, 32% 
in Europe and Middle East and 44% in the USA), levels of concern in Indonesia 
(44%) and Japan (34%) are far higher.

Interesting data also emerged in the survey regarding global investors’ confidence 
in Asia’s ability to continue driving growth, with Asian investors far more concerned 
about this than those in other regions – perhaps reflecting worries among the 
emerging and growing middle-classes about maintaining lifestyles and jobs.

Almost a quarter (23%) of investors in Asia said they are concerned about slowing 
expansion in emerging markets (including China and India), compared to 18% in 
Europe and the Middle East and 17% in the USA.

Global Highlights
 

“ By far the greatest 
concern for investors 
in 2013 is the  
on-going Eurozone 
debt crisis, cited 
by nearly half of 
global investors 
as something that 
worries them.”
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Methodology
 

The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report polled a total of over 14,800 active 
investors aged 18+ in 20 countries with a minimum of €10,000 of investible assets. 

The report asks people who are intending to invest in the next 12 months, where 
they intend to put their money and which regions and assets they believe have the 
greatest potential for growth. 

Schroders commissioned Research Plus to conduct the survey across 20 key 
countries in Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the USA. The active investors polled 
reflect the demographics of each country involved in the survey. 

We asked the following questions: 

1. Which regions do you think have potential to deliver the best investment growth? 

2. Which financial/investment products/asset classes are you looking to invest in 
during 2013 because you believe they are likely to deliver the best returns? 

3. Thinking about your appetite for risk, approximately what proportion of your 
investments do you think you will allocate to different types of investments over 
the next 12 months? 

4. Thinking back to the start of the global recession in 2008, what impact have the 
economic conditions had on your investments? 

5. Compared to last year, how confident are you about investment opportunities  
in 2013?

6. Thinking about your investments, what macro-economic issues concern you 
the most? 

7. Who or what will you consult as your primary source of financial or asset 
allocation advice/information in 2013?

8. How are you planning to change the total amount you have saved or invested, 
over the next 12 months? 

9. What are you predominantly planning to achieve from the new investments you 
make in 2013?

Methodology
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Global Findings Summary
 

The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report findings show a clear trend for 
investors to look to move funds into equities in 2013, and demonstrate growing 
confidence in the potential for growth in equity assets.

Globally, across the 20 countries we surveyed, the findings show the following trends: 

Regional investment trends in 2013
Almost half (46%) of investors think Asia Pacific, including China, has the potential to 
deliver the best growth in the next 12 months. 

Slightly more (50%) have faith in their own country, driven mainly by the USA (80%), 
Thailand (70%) and Indonesia (86%). 

Over a fifth see the greatest growth potential coming from Central Asia, including 
India and South Korea, (22%) or from South America (21%). 

Global Findings Summary
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Global Findings Summary

Global Findings Summary
 

Asset classes that respondents believe will deliver the greatest returns in 2013

European equities (multi-country) 11%

Asia Pacific equities, excluding Japan (multi-country) 13%

Chinese equities 14%

Indian equities 8%

Japanese equities 9%

Korean equities 5%

ASEAN equities (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) 11%

Taiwanese equities 4%

African equities (multi-country) 5%

Global equities (multi-country) 13%

Global emerging markets equities (multi-country) 15%

BRICS markets equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 15%

Latin American equities (multi-country) 9%

USA equities 19%

Commodities/natural resources (excluding gold) 11%

Gold 20%

Property (i.e. bricks and mortar) 19%

Corporate bonds (including high yield) 11%

Government bonds 12%

Emerging markets debt 8%

Cash 13%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any asset classes will show good growth in the year ahead 13%

Total number of global investors looking to put money in equities and bonds in 2013

Asset class

All equities 68%

Bonds 25%

Asset classes that investors globally believe will deliver the greatest returns
Over two thirds (68%) are looking to invest in equities (combined), with the most 
popular being USA equities (19%), BRIC markets equities (15%), global emerging 
markets equities (15%) or Chinese equities (14%). 

A quarter (25%) are looking to invest in corporate bonds/government bonds/
emerging markets debt (combined), split almost equally between government bonds 
(12%), corporate bonds (11%) and emerging markets debt (8%).

Around a fifth of global investors are looking to invest in gold (20%) or in property 
(19%), while one-in-eight (13%) said they are not confident in any asset classes for 
the year ahead.
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Financial products investors believe will deliver the best returns in 2013
Savings accounts/bank deposits (29%) are likely to be the most popular product 
type invested in during the next 12 months, with equity-based investment trusts/
funds (27%) and emerging markets equity-based investment trusts/funds (22%) also 
selected by over a fifth of investors. 

One-in-eight (13%) said they are not confident in any types of products for the  
year ahead.
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Global Findings Summary
 

Appetite for risk 
Globally, investors are tending towards low to medium-risk portfolios in 2013. 

On average, investors will allocate 46% of their investments to low risk/return 
investments, with under one-in-ten (7%) who won’t allocate any money to this type 
of investment.

On average, investors will allocate 34% of their investments to medium-risk/return 
investments, with one-in-ten (10%) who won’t allocate any money to this type of 
investment.

On average, investors will allocate 20% of their investments to high-risk/return 
investments, with just over a quarter (26%) who won’t allocate any to this type of 
investment.

Low-risk/return

Medium-risk/return

High-risk/return 

Proportion of 2013 investments allocated to high, 
medium and low-risk assets

46%

34%

20%
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The impact that the banking crisis and economic slow-down have had on 
the investments of those polled, since 2008
Global investors believe the economic conditions since 2008 have decreased (by 
almost 5%) the value of their investments.

Almost half (48%) feel they have decreased in value, one-in-six (17%) feel they have 
remained unchanged and over a third (35%) feel they have increased, since then.

Confidence in investment opportunities in 2013
Investor confidence in 2013 is strong. More than double the number of investors feel 
more confident (48%) about their potential investment returns for 2013, than those 
who feel less confident (18%). 

Around a third (34%) feel they have about the same level of confidence as last year.

Global Findings Summary
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Global Findings Summary
 

Investment concerns 
The main concern for almost half (49%) of global investors is the Eurozone  
debt crisis.

Political instability/uncertainty over government policy direction (42%), a weak/
prolonged economic recovery globally (40%), or in their country (35%), general 
market volatility/uncertainty (32%) and increasing taxes (31%), are also concerns for 
over three-in-ten investors in 2013. 

Increasing inflation (28%) and continuing current low levels of interest rates (22%) are 
also concerns for over a fifth of investors.

Investor concerns for 2013

The Eurozone debt crisis 49%

Political instability/uncertainty over government policy (e.g. tax increases, fiscal policy changes, 
speed of deficit reduction)

42%

Continuing current low levels of interest rates 22%

Increasing interest rates 11%

Falling interest rates 19%

Government/credit ratings 19%

Corporate credit ratings 8%

Increasing inflation 28%

Deflation 10%

General market volatility and uncertainty 32%

Increasing taxes 31%

A weak and/or prolonged economic recovery globally 40%

A weak and/or prolonged economic recovery in your country 35%

Declining dividend payments 12%

Slowing economic expansion in emerging markets (e.g. China, India) 20%

Other 3%
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Source of investment advice 
Professional advisers will be the primary source of financial advice for a third (34%) 
of investors in 2013, including a fifth (21%) who will use their financial adviser and a 
tenth (10%) who will use their bank manager/adviser.

Almost a fifth (18%) will use financial information websites, as their primary source 
of advice/information, and almost as many (17%) say they will use their own 
judgement.

Sources of investment advice

Financial adviser 21%

Family, including your husband/wife/partner 9%

Friends 3%

Media (e.g. TV, radio, newspapers, including their online websites) 9%

Financial information websites (independent, not associated with a particular organisation) 18%

Intermediaries (e.g. accountants, lawyers) 2%

Financial product providers (e.g. investment or pension fund managers, insurance providers) 8%

Bank manager/adviser 10%

None of these – I only ever use my own judgement 17%

I don’t know enough about asset allocation to make it part of my investment decision making 2%

Total number of global investors planning to get investment advice from a financial 
adviser/intermediary in 2013

Number of global investors seeking financial advice from intermediaries (e.g. accountants, law-
yers) / bank manager adviser

34%

Global Findings Summary
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Global Findings Summary
 

Investment plans for 2013 
On average, investors are looking to slightly increase the amount they invest in 
2013, compared to last year. 

More than a third (38%) say they intend to increase the amount they have invested, 
slightly more (42%) plan to invest the same amount as last year, and just under a 
fifth (19%) feel they will decrease it.

Increase

No change – keep the 
amount about the same

Decrease

Whether investors plan to increase or decrease the 
amount they invest in 2013, compared to last year

19%

42%

38%
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Global Findings Summary
 

Investment aims for 2013
Long-term income and growth generation is the key aim for the majority of global 
investors in 2013.

More than one-in-four (29%) are planning to achieve capital growth, from their new 
investments in 2013, and slightly less are planning to achieve long-term income 
generation (26%).

Just under a fifth (19%) are planning to achieve capital protection, with  
short-term income generation (12%) or tax-efficient savings (10%) a priority for 
about one-in-ten.

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Short-term income generation (e.g. to 
supplement pre-retirement income)

Long-term income generation (e.g. to 
supplement retirement income) 

Capital growth (e.g. to grow your investment 
but not necessarily take an income from it)

Capital protection (e.g. to keep your 
investments secure within a low-risk option)

Tax efficient savings (e.g. so that you pay 
less or no tax on returns)

I’m not planning on making any new 
investments in 2013

Long-term income and growth generation is the key aim 
for the majority of global investors in 2013

12%

26%

29%

19%

10%

4%



G l o b a l  I n v e s t m e n t  t r e n d s  r e p o r t

Important Information: Schroders commissioned Research Plus Ltd to conduct an independent survey of 14,800 investors in 20 countries around the world who intend to invest 
€10,000 or more during the next 12 months.  The survey was conducted online between 28th March - 12th April 2013 and these individuals accurately reflect the demography 
of each country involved in the survey. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is not intended to 
provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. The opinions stated in this presentation include some forecasted views. 
We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know.  However, there is no guarantee that any 
forecasts or opinions will be realized. Issued by Schroder Investment Management Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. w43369 




